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Gosling DO Buster Retrofit Kit Installation Procedure 
 

Purpose: 
The purpose of this document is to instruct the technician how to add the DO Buster Retrofit Kit 
to a Gosling Canning Line. 
 
Tools Needed: 
Allen Tool Set (Metric) 
Crescent Wrench Set (Metric) 
6” Zip Ties 
Medium Strength (Blue) Thread Lock 
 
Preliminary: 
Start by disconnecting power, compressed air, CO2 and water from the unit. Then press the E-
Stop button. 
It is recommended to remove the back stainless steel guarding to grant better access to the lid 
dropper and IFM I/0-Link. 
 
NOTES: 
1). After installing the DO Buster, the supply requirement for CO2 will need to be approximately 
25PSI and CO2 will continuously flow through the DO Buster.  
2). If replacing a liquid nitrogen doser, the orientation of the lid dropper is reversed so the CO2 
Hood Air Prep Assembly will be located on the back of the unit. In this case, steps 4 and 5.2 can 
be omitted.  
 
Procedure:  
1). Ensure that all the parts arrived: 

• CO2 Hood x 1 
• 8mm Clear Tubing (1 meter) 
• 6mm Clear Tubing (1 meter) 
• CO2 Hood Air Prep Assembly (regulators) x 1 
• Grey 3-wire Power Cable 
• 6mm CO2 Y Fitting 
• 8mm CO2 Y Fitting 
• Hardware:  

• 4x M5x12 BHCS (Button Head Cap Screw) 
• 4x M5 Flat Washer 
• 2x M5 Split Washer 
• 5x Nylon Cable Management Mounts 

 
2). Attach the CO2 Regulator to the lid dropper. 
 1.1). Using two M5x12 BHCS and two M5 flat washers and blue thread lock, secure the 
regulator mounting bracket to the underside of the lid dropper base plate as seen in figure 1. 
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Fig. 1: CO2 Regulator Mounting Bracket Location. 
 
3). Attach the DO Buster to the lid chute. 
 3. 1). Using two M5x12 BHCS, two flat washers, and two split washers mount the DO 
Buster Hood to the bottom of the lid dropper chute as seen in figure 2. NOTE: Be careful not to 
over tighten the screws as it may damage the threads in the chute. 
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Fig. 2: DO Buster Hood Mounting Location. 
 
4). Install the nylon cable management mounts to guide the air lines and regulator power cable. 
A few screws will need to be removed from the lid dropper base plate and top block. Remove 
and replace the screws one at a time and apply a small amount of medium strength thread lock 
to each screw. See figures 3 and 4 for cable management locations. 
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  Fig. 3: Upper Cable Management Locations 
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           Fig. 4: Lower Cable Management Mounting Locations 
 
5). Route the 8mm tubing to the supply connection. 

5. 1). Insert one end of the 8mm clear tubing into the left push-to-connect fitting on the 
Air Prep Assembly.  

5. 2).Route the tubing by following the upper cable management mounts around to the 
backside of the lid dropper. Securing the tube to the mounts along the way using zip ties, see 
figure 3. NOTE: Ensure that the zip ties are not pinching the tubing. 
 5. 3). The tubing will then follow the bundle of black and blue air lines toward the control 
box to tuck behind the top of the compressed air prep manifold (regulator) then follow the other 
air lines down, using zip ties to secure the tubing along the way. 
 5. 4). Thread the tubing underneath the control box below the filler to the right side of the 
machine where the other gas connections are located. NOTE: There will be extra tubing that 
can be cut.  
 5. 5). Using the included 8mm Y push-to-connect fitting, cut the CO2 supply tubing with 
a minimum 4 inches from the end of the existing tubing and connect all three ends. This will split 
the CO2 supply so that it goes to the pre-purge as well as the DO Buster. 
 
6). Route the 6mm tubing to the CO2 Hood. 
 6. 1). Cut the 6mm tubing into the following lengths: 

• 1x 18” (45cm) 
• 2x 10” (25cm) 

6. 2). Insert one end of the 18” 6mm tubing into the left push-to-connect fitting on the 
CO2 Air Prep Assembly. 
 6. 3). Route the tubing on the underside of the lid dropper base plate. Use figure 4 as a 
guide. Zip tie the tubing along the way to the cable management mounts. NOTE: Do not 
overtighten the zip ties or it will pinch the tubing. 
 6. 4). Insert the tubing into the 6mm Y push-to-connect fitting (figure 5). 
 6. 5). Press one end of each of the 10’’ 6mm tubing into the stainless steel tubes on the 
top side of the CO2 Hood (figure 5). 
 6. 6). Insert the other end of each of the 10” 6mm tubing into the 6mm Y fitting (figure 5). 
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Fig.5: 6mm Tubing Placement for CO2 Hood and Y. 
 
7). Route and connect the power cable from the CO2 Hood Air Prep to the IMF I/0-Link. 
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 7. 1). Attach the molded end of the grey cable to the top of the digital pressure display of 
the CO2 Hood Air Prep Assembly. 
 7. 2). Route the cable on the top of the lid dropper following the 8mm clear tubing then 
the tubing bundle to the Compressed Air Prep Assembly, finishing the routing behind the 
regulator (Figure 3). Zip tie the cable along the way to cable management and the tubing 
bundle, do not pinch the tubing by over tightening the zip ties. 
 7. 3). Remove the black outlet plug from the orange IFM I/0-Link 810 port then attach the 
grey cable to the port (Figure 6). 
 

 
Fig.6: IFM I/0-Link with Plug at 810 location. 
 
8). Power on the Gosling and connect CO2. Set the supply regulator to 25PS. Gas will be 
flowing but the digital regulator should now read 0.0PSI. 
 8. 1). Lift the black and blue adjustment knob above the analog regulator on the CO2 
Hood Air Prep Assembly to unlock it and adjust it until the regulator reads 1 bar, then press the 
knob back down to lock it in place. 
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8. 2). Lift the black and blue knob above the digital regulator. Disconnect the 6mm tubing 
from the CO2 Hood Air Prep Assembly. Plug the fitting with a finger and adjust the knob until the 
digital gauge reads between 3.9-5.0 PSI. Then lock down the black and blue knob and plug the 
tubing back in. 
 

DONE! 
 


